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+e addition of a polymer to the jet medium enhances its ability to break rock, and the structure of the nozzle plays a vital role in
the full utilization of energy. In this paper, a self-propelled porous jet bit with a support plate is designed, which can prevent the
drill bit from jamming due to the jet nozzle against the bottom of the well during the drilling process. And the structural design of
the cone-converging nozzle is applied to the forward center nozzle. +e polymer additive jet flow field and the pure water jet flow
field were compared by numerical simulation and experimental investigation.+e results show that the polymer additive jet has a
longer isokinetic core, and the rock-breaking volume of the polymer additive jet is much larger than that of the pure water jet, and
the optimal spray distance is increased. +e forward central jet with the conical convergent nozzle structure has more efficient
rock-breaking ability.

1. Introduction

High-pressure water jet technology is widely used in cutting,
crushing, cleaning, and other aspects due to its high material
utilization, no thermal effect, concentrated energy, safe
operation, and no dust generation. +e factors affecting the
impact of the water jet are mainly the nozzle structure, the
driving force of the jet, the nature of the jet liquid, the spray
distance, and so on. +e addition of high molecular weight
polymer to the jet can effectively reduce the resistance of the
fluid, reduce the energy consumption, and improve the
isokinetic core of the jet. It was first proposed by Rosler and
Bankoff [1]. Li et al. [2] and others added high polymer
additives to the jet-breaking rock for experimental research.
Studies have shown that, under the same conditions, the
rock-breaking volume of the dilute solution jet of poly-
acrylamide (PAM) is about twice the volume of the pure
water jet-breaking rock, and the jetting distance of the
largest rock-breaking efficiency is larger than that of the pure
water jet. Liu and Li [3, 4] of China University of Petroleum
measured the flow field of the pure water jet and different
concentration additive (PAM) jets through LDV. +e ex-
perimental results show that the additive jet is longer than

the constant velocity core of the pure water jet, and the
constant velocity core is the longest when the additive
concentration is in the range of 100–200mg/L. Wang et al.
[5–7] used the test method to study the axial dynamic
pressure distribution of the polymer additive jet in the
submerged state. +e results show that the polymer additive
can reduce the energy loss of the fluid in the pipeline and at
the nozzle, increase the velocity and dynamic pressure of the
jet at the nozzle outlet, and increase the constant velocity
core of the circular jet. +e results of the rock-breaking test
show that the polymer additive can improve the rock-
breaking ability of the jet. Yang et al. [8–11] used PIV
velocimetry to study the abrasive slurry jet under submerged
conditions and systematically measured the relationship
between the velocity of the fluid and abrasive and the
concentration of PAM. It is found that, as the concentration
of the polymer in the drilling fluid increases, the velocity of
the fluid in the jet and the velocity of the abrasive particles
increase correspondingly, and as the concentration of the
polymer increases, the convergence of the jet increases.
Polyacrylamide has the effect of suppressing the lateral
expansion of the jet and reducing the axial attenuation of the
jet. However, there are few simulation analyses of the
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additive jet flow field at present, and most of the research
studies tend to be experimental research on the effects of
actual cutting and crushing [12–19]. +erefore, it is im-
portant to strengthen the flow field study of polymer additive
jets.

Radial horizontal well technology began in the 1980s. In
the past 20 years, radial horizontal well technology has
developed rapidly and has the potential to develop un-
conventional oil and gas [20–24]. +is technology requires
the use of the high-efficiency rock-breaking water jet bit,
high-pressure fluid through small diameter coiled tubing,
and high-pressure hose into the jet bit in order to achieve
rock-breaking drilling effect. In this case, jet bit is an in-
dispensable technology, which not only needs to break rocks
and enlarge holes but also needs to provide traction for the
high-pressure hose [25–28]. However, in the actual drilling
process, due to the complicated conditions at the bottom of
the well, the forward nozzle of the drill bit often contacts
with the hard rock layer to be drilled directly. In addition, the
forward thrust applied to the nozzle after drilling leads to the
forward nozzle being firmly blocked by the rock layer, which
is the phenomenon of “stuck” of the water jet bit.

In order to solve the above problems, this paper designs a
self-entering multihole jet bit with the support plate. At the
same time, the structural design of the conical convergent
nozzle is applied to the forward center hole to increase the
equal velocity core length to improve the rock-breaking
efficiency [29–32]. +e flow field of the jet bit is analyzed by
the numerical simulation method, and the influence of the
support plate on the drilling of the water jet bit and the
influence of diffuse flow chip removal are studied. In order to
protect oil and gas reservoirs and effectively carry rocks, it is
better to add a certain amount of polymer additives in the jet
medium, and the jet effect will be different from that of the
pure water jet. +rough the numerical simulation analysis of
the polymer additive jet flow field and pure water jet flow
field, the influence of polymer additive on jet rock-breaking
effect is explored. +e research results can guide the hy-
draulic parameter design of horizontal drilling.

2. Nozzle Structure

As shown in Figure 1, the most important feature of the self-
propelled porous jet bit with the support plate is that the
front part of the bit has the support plate, which is used to
maintain a certain distance between the bit and the drilling
bottom to prevent the water jet bit from jamming during
drilling. +e forward nozzle is distributed in a structure of
1 + 3, that is, one central nozzle and three nozzles distributed
in the same circle around the central hole at the same angle.
And the fluid ejected will eventually form the perforation
with area connectivity within a certain diameter range.
Moreover, the structural design of the conical convergent
nozzle is applied to the central nozzle, which can minimize
the diffusion angle of jet flows, and the higher the density of
jet flows, the more concentrated the energy [33]. +e
structural parameters of the bit mainly include the length of
the bit L1 � 40mm, the outer diameterD1 � 18mm, the inner
diameter D2 �10mm, the support plate length L2 �10mm,

the diameter of the forward circular and backward holes
D1 � 1mm, the back hole diffusion angle α2 � 30°, the di-
ameter of the front central hole D2 �1mm, the forward hole
diffusion angle α3 �15°, and the front central hole cone
α1 � 13.5°.

Figure 2 is the geometric model of a self-entering porous
jet bit with the support plate established by SoildWorks, 3D
modeling software. In this paper, a comparative analysis of
the polymer additive jet flow field and pure water jet flow
field will be built on this model.

3. Numerical Simulation Model and
Boundary Conditions

3.1.ControlEquation. +e research object in this paper is the
flow field under the nonsubmerged jet, and there is no vi-
olent vortex movement due to the high flow velocity of the
polymer additive generated by the self-entering porous jet
bit and the area of high Reynolds number inside and outside
the bit. +e standard k-ε turbulence model is more suitable
for complete turbulence. +e transport equation for the
standard k-ε cycle turbulence model is as follows [34]:
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where Gk is the turbulent kinetic energy generated by the
average velocity gradient, Gb is generated by the turbulent
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kinetic energy caused by buoyancy, and YM is the influence
of compressible turbulence pulsation expansion on the total
dissipation rate. C1ε,C2ε, and C3ε are the empirical constants
of the standard k-ε turbulence model, and the default values
in FLUENT are C1ε � 1.44, C2ε � 1.92 , and C3ε � 0.09. +e
readings for σk and σε are the Puente numbers corre-
sponding to the turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence
dissipation rate, respectively.+e default values for FLUENT
are σk � 1.0 and σε � 1.3.Prt is the Prandtl number of
turbulence, and Prt � 0.85 by default. gi is the component of
gravitational acceleration in the direction of i; β is the co-
efficient of thermal expansion; Mt is the turbulent Mach
number; and a is the speed of sound.

3.2.Meshing. As shown in Figure 3, it is a schematic diagram
of mesh division of the three-dimensional model of the fluid
domain. +is model adopts the nonuniform mesh size, so as
to capture the small features in the model.+e left part of the
grid model is the fluid inlet boundary, and the red part is the
fluid outlet boundary. +e mesh is much finer when the flow
field gradient is large, such as the nozzle outlet and the
bottom wall. MESHING module in ANSYS has the function
of grid quality inspection. +e highest, lowest, and average
mass index of the grid divided by this model is 0.99955,
0.38299, and 0.87799. Generally speaking, if the mesh quality
is higher than 0.8, it is considered as good mesh and can
complete simulation tasks with high quality.

3.3. Boundary Conditions. Inlet boundary: the inlet
boundary of absolute velocity is adopted, the velocity

direction is the normal direction of the inlet, the absolute
velocity of the inlet is 15m/s, and the radial velocity is 0m/s.

Outlet boundary: both forward and backward outlet
pressure adopt environmental pressure. Static pressure
Ps � 0.2MPa.

Wall condition: the solid wall boundary without slip
adiabatic is adopted, and the particles will bounce back into
the calculation domain after hitting the wall.

3.4. Material Setting. +e simulated jet medium was water
solution of pure water and polyacrylamide (PAM), and the
material of the pure water jet was set as 1 g/cm3 with a
viscosity of 0.85 Pa·s. +e polymer additive jet has a cus-
tomized fluid density of 1.5 g/cm3 and viscosity of 0.39 Pa·s
[35]. In this paper, when comparing the flow fields of the two
jets, only the material settings are different, and the others all
use the same settings.

4. Numerical Simulation Calculation Results
and Analysis

4.1. Comparison of Flow Field Characteristics between Pure
Water Jet and Polymer Additive Jet. +e flow profile of the
pure water jet and the polymer additive jet in the cross
section of the bit center axis is shown in Figure 4. On the left
is the velocity distribution cloud diagram of the polymer
additive jet, and on the right is the velocity distribution cloud
diagram of the pure water jet. +e two fluids are ejected at
high speed through the forward and backward holes of the
drill bit, wherein the fluid ejected through the forward hole
mainly breaks the rock. +e effect of the fluid ejected
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Figure 1: Structure diagram of the self-propelled multihole jet bit with the support plate.

Figure 2: Geometric model.
Figure 3: Grid division of the computing domain.
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through the rear hole is mainly to ream the hole and provide
the self-feeding force of the drill bit. Under the same con-
ditions, the two jet decay laws are similar, and the difference
is the polymer additive jet at the nozzle exit speed is much
larger. +e reason is that the interaction between the pure
water jet and the surrounding stationary fluid is larger and
the velocity attenuation is serious.

+erefore, under the same pump pressure, polymer
additive jet has better rock-breaking effect than the water jet.
+at is to say, adding polymer to water can improve the
efficiency of rock breaking.

4.2. Velocity Distribution of the Forward Jet. Figure 5 shows
the cloud diagram of velocity distribution of the polymer
additive jet in the forward jet of the drill bit. +e section
shown in the figure includes a circular hole, a central hole,
and a support plate.+e cone angle design of the central hole
forms a smaller jet diffusion angle, which makes the jet more
dense and themore concentrated the energy. It can be clearly
seen from the figure that the central hole designed by cone
angle has longer jet isokinetic core than other circular
common holes and has greater impact force and better rock-
breaking effect than other circumferential hole jets. +ere-
fore, the forward central hole plays a major role in rock
breaking. Since the other three holes with the same circular
distribution are at a certain angle with the central axis of the
drill bit, the jet flow formed by the three holes with the same
circular distribution will have a certain shear force when
hitting the rock, and such shear force is also conducive to
rock breaking.

4.3. Velocity Distribution of the Backward Jet. +e flow
pattern of the backward orifice jet velocity distribution of the
self-propelled porous jet drill bit is shown in Figure 6. +ere
are a total of six backward orifices, which are evenly dis-
tributed on the same circumference. Part of the fluid enters
into the nozzle and jets to the annulus from the inside of the
drill bit, forming a backward jet flow.+emaximum velocity
of the fluid at the outlet of the backward orifice reaches
203.2m/s. Under the influence of the surrounding fluid
confining pressure, the velocity of the backward jet dissipates
somewhat. When the jet finally impacts the rock, the impact
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Figure 4: Velocity cloud diagram of cross section of two kinds of fluid in the center axis of the jet bit.
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Figure 5: Forward jet velocity cloud diagram of the jet bit.
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Figure 6: Backward jet velocity cloud diagram of the jet bit.
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velocity is still as high as 101.6m/s, and the high-speed fluid
generates strong shear stress on the wall of the hole, making
it more conducive to expanding the aperture of the broken
rock.

In addition, the strong propulsive force generated by the
backward jet of the polymer additive forms the main driving
force for the bit to realize self-propulsion. Due to the vis-
cosity of the polymer additive solution, the cuttings gen-
erated at the bottom of the well are more easily discharged
through the backward jet.

4.4. Downhole Flow Field Analysis

4.4.1. Velocity Distribution. As shown in Figure 7, after the
jet of the polymer additive impinges on the bottom hole, the
jet fluid flows radially along the bottom hole under the
restriction of the bottom hole, forming a diffuse flow with
high speed along the bottom hole. +is layer of diffuse flow
from the polymer additive solution drives the cuttings at the
bottom of the well to move laterally together to achieve
timely cutting removal.

+e research shows that when the wellbore boundary
condition is no slip wall surface, the maximum diffuse flow
velocity appears within the height range of 0.5mm from the
wellbore bottom, and the maximum diffuse flow velocity
value can reach 50% to 80% of the exit velocity of the jet
nozzle. A section, 0.5mm, from the bottom of the well is
taken as the research object, and the velocity distribution
cloud diagram of the flow field in this section is shown in
Figure 8. It can be seen from the figure that four circular
high-speed regions are distributed in the velocity distribu-
tion cloud map, which is the cross section of the jet formed
by the forward jet. In addition, the flow velocity of the jet
formed by the forward central nozzle at the bottom of the
well is obviously greater, and the crushing depth will also be
deeper. +e three white areas in the figure are the zero
velocity areas formed by the support plate. +e staggered
arrangement with the other three nozzles with the same
circular distribution is to reduce the influence of the support
plate on the jet flow. Moreover, the fluid flow velocity
around the circular arc surface of the support plate is high,
and the crushed rock debris does not accumulate on the
inner circular arc surface of the support plate, so as to timely
clean the bottom rock cuttings.

Figure 9 shows the cloud diagram of the velocity dis-
tribution at the bottom of the well of the pure water jet. It can
be seen from the figure that the velocity distribution at the
bottom of the well of the pure water jet is roughly the same as
that of the polymer additive jet, but the corresponding
velocity is much smaller. +e maximum impact velocity of
the pure water jet hitting the bottom of the well is about
95m/s, but the maximum impact velocity of the jet with
polymer added can reach 106m/s. +is proves that the
polymer additive jet has better rock-breaking effect.

4.4.2. Pressure Distribution. Figure 10 shows the cloud di-
agram of static pressure distribution at the bottom of the well
of the polymer additive jet. Compared with other three holes
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Figure 7: Backward jet velocity cloud diagram of the jet bit.
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Figure 8: Bottom hole velocity distribution cloud image of the
polymer additive jet.
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Figure 9: Bottom hole velocity distribution cloud image of the pure
water jet.
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with the same circular distribution, the static pressure of the
jet formed by the forward central hole is much larger. +e jet
static pressure formed by the central hole is at most about
9MPa, while the jet static pressure formed by the holes with
the same circular distribution is at most about 4MPa. And
all the static pressure areas formed showed a decreasing
trend from the center to the surrounding area.

Figure 11 shows the cloud diagram of the bottom hole
dynamic pressure distribution of the jet flow of the polymer
additive.+e dynamic pressure distribution is quite different
from the static pressure distribution. +e area where the jet
impinges on the bottom of the well is the area with the
minimum dynamic pressure, and the surrounding dynamic
pressure gradually increases. When it is close to the wall of
the well, the dynamic pressure gradually decreases.

5. Experimental

5.1. Material. +e polymer used in the experiment is
polyacrylamide (PAM), which is a water-soluble linear
polymer synthesized with a high degree of polymerization.
PAM density is 1.32 g/cm3. Because PAM has stronger shear
resistance than other polymers and is easily soluble in water,
it is particularly suitable for fluid conveying systems with
high shear local resistance elements.+emolecular weight of
PAM used in this experiment is over 10 million, bought in
China Xinqi chemical plant, located in Heluo Town, Gongyi
City, Henan Province.

5.2. SamplePreparation. Wang et al. [5–7] showed that, with
the increase of additive concentration, the crushing depth of
the rock first increased and then decreased, and there was an
optimal concentration of the polymer additive, so the
concentration of the additive was selected as 200mg/L in this
experiment. When preparing polymer additive aqueous
solution, first 5000mg/L high concentration aqueous solu-
tion is prepared, and then 200mg/L required concentration

polymer additive solution is prepared, it is fully stirred (24 h)
to make the additive mix evenly, and uniform jet properties
are obtained, so as to ensure the maximum performance of
the additive. Because the polymer chain of polyacrylamide in
the polymer additive solution is easy to break during the
impact process, in order to ensure the comparability of the
experiment, the additive solution is used once in this ex-
periment instead of repeated use.

5.3. Experimental Equipment. +is experiment was carried
out in Southwest Petroleum University, which mainly
studied and compared the rock-breaking effect of the pure
water jet and polymer additive jet. +e experimental device
is shown in Figure 12, including multistage pump, pipeline,
throttle valve, water tank, pressure gauge, electronic flow-
meter, water jet nozzle, and jet rock-breaking system. +e
jetting rock-breaking system can adjust the jetting distance
freely. +e highest pressure of the multistage pump can
reach 40MPa, and the volume of the water tank is 20 L. +e
rocks used in the experiment are natural sandstone. +e
experimental nozzle adopts a straight single-hole nozzle with
a cone angle of 12.3°, with a nozzle outlet diameter of 4mm,
and with an outlet length of 10mm.

5.4. Condition Setting. +e two groups of experiments
adopted the same injection pressure of 30MPa, the same
injection time of 60 s, and the same rock to be broken, with
only difference in drilling fluid and spraying distance. +e
rock used in the experiment is natural sandstone, and the
crushing effect is characterized by the volume of rock
breaking by fixed time and fixed-point impact crushing. In
order to make the experimental data accurate and reliable and
reduce the influence of experimental error, the polymer
additive jet experiment and pure water jet experiment were
repeated three times, and the average value of the results of the
three experiments was taken as the rock-breaking volume.
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Figure 10: Bottom hole static pressure distribution cloud image of
the polymer additive jet.
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Figure 11: Bottom hole dynamic pressure distribution cloud image
of the polymer additive jet.
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5.5. Experimental Results. +e experimental results are
shown in Figure 13, which are the comparison curve of
rock-breaking volume between the additive jet and water
jet. It can be seen from the diagram that the rock-breaking
effect of the pure water jet and polymer additive jet shows
the trend of first decreasing and then increasing with the
increase of spray distance. When the optimal spray distance
is reached, the rock-breaking effect decreases with the
increase of spray distance. In this experiment, the optimal
spray distance of the pure water jet is 75.2mm, while the
optimal spray distance of the polymer additive is about

87.5mm, and the optimal spray distance of the polymer
additive jet increases 12.3mm compared with that of the
pure water jet. +is indicates that the polymer additive
increases the rock-breaking effect of the jet.

Before the spray distance of the two jets reaches the
optimal spray distance, the trend of rock-breaking effect of
the two jets varies with the spray distance which is ap-
proximately the same. However, when the spray distance of
the two jets reached the optimal spray distance, the rock-
breaking efficiency of the polymer additive jet decreased
faster with the spray distance than that of the pure water jet.

Under the same conditions, the rock-breaking volume of
the additive jet is about twice or more than that of the pure
water jet. Moreover, the optimal spray distance of the ad-
ditive jet is larger than that of the pure water jet. +is is
because the viscosity of the jet medium increases with the
addition of polymer additives, which changes the structural
characteristics of the jet. +e axial velocity attenuation of the
jet becomes slower, and the effective jetting distance of the
jet increases. It shows that the polymer additive jet has more
impact force and better rock-breaking effect. +e experi-
mental results are in good agreement with the numerical
simulation results, indicating that the numerical simulation
method is reliable in analyzing and designing the flow field
characteristics of the jet bit.

6. Conclusions

Based on the above study, we can draw the following
conclusions:

(1) In this paper, a self-propelled multihole jet bit with
the support plate is designed, which can prevent the
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Figure 12: Schematic diagram of experimental equipment.
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drill bit from jamming due to the jet nozzle against
the bottom of the well during the drilling process

(2) When the jet fluid uses the polymer additive solu-
tion, the rock-breaking volume of the polymer ad-
ditive jet is about twice or more than that of the pure
water jet, and its optimal jet distance will increase
accordingly, which indicates that the polymer ad-
ditive jet has more efficient rock-breaking efficiency

(3) It can be known from the bottom hole velocity
distribution cloud chart and bottom hole pressure
distribution cloud chart setup by polymer additive
that the forward central nozzle designed by cone
angle has more efficient rock-breaking efficiency and
longer isovelocity core than other common nozzles
with uniform distribution in circumference
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